Abstract. Low-power wireless actuation is attracting interest in many domains, yet it is significantly less investigated than its sensing counterpart, especially in large-scale scenarios. As a consequence, guidelines about which protocol, among the few existing ones, is best suited to a given scenario are generally lacking.
Introduction
The growing importance of cyber-physical systems, where the target environment is augmented with small devices able to sense and actuate according to the application logic, has brought low-power wireless networks to the forefront as an enabling technology. Nevertheless, although wireless sensing has been a popular research topic in the last decade, wireless actuation has received considerably less attention. As a result, not only there are fewer proposals in this latter realm, but also noticeably less common knowledge about the protocol tradeoffs, especially when applied to a real scenario.
Goal and Motivation.
The work we present here stems from this observation, and was prompted by a concrete necessity. Our research team was sought after for collaboration by a company deploying in Trento, Italy, a large-scale wireless infrastructure of 860+ IEEE 802.15.4 nodes, for monitoring and control of public lighting and other "smart city" applications. Our task was to improve the current network stack which is based on simple flooding, by identifying an existing solution providing better performance, to be used in the final deployment. "Beating flooding: that's going to be a piece of cake" we thought cockily-a thought probably shared by many readers. This paper shows instead that the winner is not so clear. As our study is based on the deployment topology and scale for a smart city-a scenario at the forefront of today's technological trends-our findings raise questions about the state of the art of low-power wireless actuation.
Protocols under Study. We chose RPL [13] as the main candidate because it is a standard and provides interoperability with mainstream Internet technology. Moreover, it is designed to support both the many-to-one traffic typical of sensing and the unicast or multicast one-to-many necessary to large-scale actuation. Several implementations of the standard exist, which bear significant differences [9] . We focused on TinyRPL [16] and ContikiRPL [15] , arguably the most popular implementations available. We include also ORPL [3] , which aims to improve the scalability of downward routing of RPL.
The baseline for our comparison is the flooding protocol currently operational in our reference smart city deployment. It implements a simple scheme, in which nodes repeat incoming messages once, after a small random delay, using link-level broadcast. A history of seen messages and time-to-live (TTL) are used to filter duplicates and avoid loops. We also included Trickle in our comparison as another representative of dissemination protocols. In fact, protocol complexity was an issue for the company, therefore, Trickle constitutes an alternative to flooding less radical than RPL.
Scenario and Methodology.
We cast our comparison in the real-world scenario above, leveraging the first-hand information we can obtain from it. The planned deployment comprises 864 nodes on lampposts, divided into 13 clusters whose size is 25 to 134 nodes, each with a dedicated gateway to the Internet. Peculiar network topologies determined by the urban structure and radio interference properties make this scenario different from the indoor testbeds typically employed to evaluate protocol performance. Since nodes on lampposts are mains-connected, a duty-cycling MAC is not necessary.
Nevertheless, we do not have access to the actual infrastructure deployment, and cannot perform protocol experiments directly on it. Simulation is essentially the only option to perform our comparison. The use of simulation has well-known drawbacks, e.g., the approximations made w.r.t. the radio channel. In our study, in the absence of radio models or experimental traces expressly targeting a smart city environment, we resort to the MRM model provided by the Cooja emulator and commonly used by the literature. However, we also aim to reproduce the interference and background noise present in diverse urban environments, based on noise measurements we acquired in several locations, described in Section 2 along with simulation settings. Related Work. Most experimental studies of RPL explore its data collection performance and topology stability [5, 7, 9, 12] ; only a few deal with one-to-many traffic required for actuation. Authors of [8] study downward routing of TinyRPL in a 30 node indoor testbed and report results matching our observations for small clusters under low noise. The design of RPL downward routing is criticized in [1] , although experiments are limited to many-to-one routing in an indoor testbed. The one-to-many routing of ORPL is shown to outperform RPL in an indoor environment [3], using ContikiMAC.
Other protocols like WirelessHART, ISA100.11a [11] and LWB [4] , although in principle relevant to our study, were excluded due to lack of support by simulators.
